Floral Menu
Bridal Bouquets
12" Elegant Bridal Bouquet | $149
15" Ultra Lush Bridal Bouquet | $169
18" Statement Bridal Bouquet | $189

Bridesmaid Bouquets
7" Elegant Bridesmaid Bouquet | $59
9" Ultra Lush Bridesmaid Bouquet | $79

Other Accessories
Boutonnieres | price varies
All bouts are intricate and multi-layered. We design our bout sets slightly mix-matched but coordinated.
Pin-On Style | $9.50
Magnetic Style | $11.50

Floral Corsages | $29
Petite florals and accents are carefully layered on a double strand of glass pearls.

Hair Accessories
Floral Hair Pins | $7
Our hair pins are simple and great for an elegant accent to many hairstyles. One dainty floral and accent
are arranged on a sturdy bobby pin with a small flat back.

Floral Combs | $19
A comb includes two or three perfect blooms and accents to neatly tuck into soft up-dos or even
hairstyles that are partially pulled back. A comb can also be placed right above the veil!

Light and Dainty Floral Crown | $39
This crown is designed with a simple take on a crown. It has an airy amount of blooms and accents and
you can expect to see some of the branch-like crown with this style.

Ultra-Lush Floral Crown | $59
The Ultra Packed Floral Crown is fully filled with blooms and accents tucked around the crown for a
dense and lush appearance.

Centerpieces
Each pretty floral arrangement comes designed in a high luster plastic silver or gold vessel. We secure all our
blooms on foam blocks with bonding agents to keep them secure and easily transportable throughout wedding day
event locations. Measurements will vary based on finished style you desire, such as loosely round for a classic take
or wild, flowy, asymmetrical for a modern finish. Additionally, we offer pricing breaks if you order in higher
quantities. Mercury glass vessel available for upgrade.

8-inch Elegant | $49
Our 8-inch Elegant centerpiece is perfect for accenting cocktail tables, small tables needing a floral
touch, and most popularly used when decorating long, rectangular tables as this size is chic and elegant,
without being overpowering.
*Multiples Pricing Breaks
5+ | 44/e
10+ | 42/e
15+ | 39/e

12-inch Lush | $89
Our 12-inch Lush centerpiece is the most popular size for traditional round or square tables, as this
arrangement is prominent in size with lush blooms, accents, and foliage to create a visually eye-catching
middle-space masterpiece for your guests to enjoy.
*Multiples Pricing Breaks
5+ | 84/e
10+ | 80/e
15+ | 76/e

16-inch Statement | $129
Our statement centerpiece is the most luxurious-sized arrangement for table décor, as these
centerpieces are overflowing with a wide variety of stems to create lots of texture and dimension. This
ultra-lush arrangement is best incorporated on tables that you want to create a bold and beautiful
impression such as welcoming, family-focused, or Sweetheart tables.
*Multiples Pricing Breaks
5+ | 122/e
10+ | 115/e
15+ | 108/e

